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The Editor,
BMC pregnancy and Childbirth
June 9th 2015

Dear Sir/Madam,


Thank you for the editorial comments. The authors have considered all the editorial comments and have provided a point-by-point response to all the issues raised as detailed below. The responses are below the comments and they are italicized for ease of following.

Editorial Comments:

- Line 46 (abstract): What is the ?a:? for?
  o That is an error. We have deleted the “a:.

- Line 198: The word criteria is plural. So the sentence should be edited to read something like, ?Inclusion criteria included X and Y.?  
  o Thank you for suggesting this. We have modified the text with the suggestion in mind. See lines 195-197.

- Line 201: It should be ?high volume facilities? not ?high volumes facilities?
  o Noted and modified

  o Noted and modified

We thank the editors for pointing out the above errors and typos on the paper.
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